

Fahrenheit 451
Study Guide


Part 1 
The Hearth and the Salamander

1.	What do the numerals 451 represent?


2.	The quote at the beginning of Part 1 says, “if they give you ruled paper 	write the other way.”  What do you think the author is trying to say?


3.	Why does Bradbury use the Phoenix and Salamander as symbols for 	the firemen?  (Use a dictionary to help with your answers).


4.	How are the firemen in this society different from firemen in our 	society today?


5.	What is the hound?  Why dos it menace Montag?


6.	What are some of the factors that have led to the alienation between 	Montag and Mildred?


7.	What are the T.V. walls?


8.	After working on Mildred the machine operator tells Montag that “we 	get these cases 9 or 10 a night.”  What is the machine operator?  Why 	is he at Montag’s house?  What does his quote say about this society?  


9.	What is the main goal of the people in this society?

10.	How did the government of this society gain control over the people?
	(Beatty explains on pgs. 53-63).


11.	Describe the following characters introduced in Part 1:
	A.	Montag:


	B.	Mildred:


	C.	Beatty:


	D	Clarisse:


Part 2
The Sieve and the Sand

1.	Why is this section titled “The Sieve and the Sand”?


2.	Why is Faber so critical of himself and pessimistic about the world?


3.	Why is Faber willing to become Montag’s mentor?


4.	Why are the characters on the T.V. walls called the “family”?


5.	Who are the white clowns?  What is their purpose?


6.	When Faber explains to Montag the importance of books, he mentions 	the “quality of information.”  What does he mean?
7.	Describe the plan Faber and Montag have to save their society.


8.	Why do you think the author indicated the world was at war?


9.	Faber tells Montag, “If you hide your ignorance, no one will hit you and 	you’ll never learn.”  What advice is Faber trying to give Montag?


10.	Beatty tells Montag, “He is no wise man who quits a certainty for an 	uncertainty.”  How do each of these men interpret “wisdom” 	differently at this moment?


Part 3

1.	How does Montag feel as he burns his own house?  Why do you think 	he feels this way?


2.	Captain Beatty has always told Montag not to face a problem but to 	burn it.  Explain the irony in this statement.


3.	What did Montag learn about the excessive cruelty of young people as 	he was making his escape?


4.	How will Granger’s group try to preserve civilization? 


5.	Why was Montag’s capture depicted on T.V. even though he had 	escaped?


6.	Explain how Bradbury uses the myth of the Phoenix near the end of 	the book.  
7.	Why do you think the city is totally destroyed at the end of the book?




